
Letters
Editor :

I have been reading SOONER
MAGAZINE since I graduated from
OU in 1960 and have been very
pleased with it, particularly in the
last few years. The articles made
no attempt to overcome the Uni-
versity's shortcomings, a n d I
thought the viewpoint was remark-
edly liberal when compared to the.
usual conservative approach that
is so prevelant in Oklahoma . There-
fore . i t is with considerable dismay
that I read the September-October
issue, It seemed to me that the new
format is much less attractive than
the old one. and that the quality
of writing is much inferior,

Particularly disconcerting was the
football story, a piece obviously

0

written before the season began,
and at the time I read the article
OU was already well past the mid-
point of a disastrous season, and
the rosy optimism of the article was
not very credible . But the most
upsetting article was the piece on
the police, Besides being sopho-
moric, it had all the flavor of a
highschool human - interest story,
One sentence in particular, I think,
caught my attention, and it sums
up what I think is the entire tone
of the article : "A small American
flag on Jones' desk seems indicative
of his belief in the values upon
which the United States was found-
ed." I call that an asinine state-
ment, both as to content and style :
but if it were not so representative
of this issue and that article in par-
ticular, I would not have minded,
On the whole, it seems clear that

your new format is not new in
terms of physical appearance only .
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Choose among five tours or select only the charter flight that lets you
see Europe on your own, For in formation fill in the coupon below
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TO: OU Alumni Association, 900 Asp, Mz3
Norman, Oklahoma 731769

Please send me information on :
Alumni Charter to Europe :

Option 1

	

Option 2

Option 3

	

® Option 4

Central European Tour

	

Oriental

Name_

Address_
City_. __

Air transportation from Oklahoma
City to Amsterdam and return from
Amsterdam or London to Oklahoma
City ; two nights lodging and two
continental breakfasts, $299 per
person

HEART OF EUROPE TOUR $899 per
person

ALUMNI CHARTER TO EUROPE ; Four Options: June 9 to July 9:
Trans International Airlines DC8-S Jet (a certified supplemental carrier)

__State

Tour

1111th NORTHERN EUROPE AND SCANDI-
NAVIA $1049 per person

4 EUROPE AND THE BALKANS $999
per person

For instance, I found no really inten-
esting article that even smacked dcontroversy or attempted to wrestle
with some of the real problems fac-
ing the University . The articles were
all innocuous, and the sort of thing
that a ladies' sewing circle
find endearing.

William R. Robins
New York city

ArnoldCourt,'34
Northriidge, Califonae

Tour options two, three and four include
transportation from Oklahoma City and re-
turn, hotels, most meals, sightseeing, trans .
fers, porterage of baggage, taxes, tips, and
services of professional multi-lingual tour
manager,
ORIENTAL TOUR FEATURING VISIT TO
OSAKA FOR EXPO 70 29 days from June 13
through July 11 : $1699 per person
CENTRAL EUROPE TOUR 17 days, July 25
to August 10; visit Lucerne, Venice, Rome,
Florence, Paris . Tour from New York: $675
per person

Editor :
Your bragging over "new format" J

is revolting. If anything, the "new"
is even worse than the old . Any
alleged magazine that doesn't idea-
tify itself and its date on the cover
shouldn't be allowed in the mails.
certainly

	

doesn't

	

d e s e r v e to it
opened, The Nov-Dec issue can't be
read, anyhow---no one can even
tell where the articles start .


